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Fear, Hope & Mobilization
among Women Voters
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February 2022
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Sample &
Methodology

Understand the emotional landscape, hopes,
fears, and political sentiments of women in
America to build a stronger coalition of women
voters in 2022.
Sample
●
n=4,812
●
National respondents, census
representative of general population
●
Fielded January 7-10, 2022
Methodology
●
Online survey
●
Combination of open and closed
questions
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Who are
women Biden
voters?

Party Identity

Enthusiasm

75% Democrat
13% Lean Democrat
8% Independent, lean neither
2% Lean Republican
2% Republican

60% Strongly supported
Biden
40% Had mixed feelings
about supporting Biden

71% White
18% Black
11% Latina
2% AAPI

25% <25k
30% 25k-50k
29% 50k-100k
15% 100k+

29% 18-34
29% 35-54
42% 55+

32% Urban
52% Suburban
17% Rural

33% Parent,
children <18 at
home
24% Parent, no
children <18 at
home
43% Not parent

22% No college
37% Some college
41% 4-year degree or higher
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Emotional landscape

Key differences:
Women vs. Men

➔

Women are more likely than men to report feeling negative
emotions in the prior two weeks (64% vs. 49%).

➔

Women are more likely than men to say they felt worried most or
all the time in the prior two weeks (42% vs. 33%).

Fears & hopes
➔

Women are more likely than men to mention fears about the
economy (39% vs. 32%) and COVID (32% vs. 26%), while men are
more likely to mention fears about opposing political power (18% vs.
13%).

➔

Men are more likely than women to say they feel somewhat or very
hopeful based on what they’ve heard in recent news (44% vs. 38%).

Political motivation
➔

Men are more likely than women to say they feel very motivated to
vote in November 2022 (51% vs. 45%).

➔

Women are more likely than men to report agitating emotions
(anxiety & fear) when thinking about voting in November 2022 (28%
vs. 20%).
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Emotional landscape

Key differences:
Women Biden voters
vs. women Trump
voters

➔

On most questions about personal well-being, there are no large or
meaningful differences between women Biden and Trump voters.

➔

However, women Trump voters are slightly more likely than women
Biden voters to mention feeling a positive emotion most often in the
prior two weeks (37% vs. 31%).

Fears & hopes
➔

Women Biden voters are more likely to mention COVID-related fears
(37% vs. 29%), while women Trump voters are more likely to mention
economic fears (44% vs. 33%).

➔

Women Biden voters are more likely than women Trump voters to say
they feel somewhat or very hopeful based on recent news (43% vs.
32%).

Political motivation
➔

Women Biden voters are more likely than women Trump voters to agree
their elected officials are doing their best to deliver for their community
(50% vs. 33%).

➔

Women Biden & Trump voters report similar levels of motivation to
vote in November, but women Biden voters report more motivation for
activism (65% vs. 54%).
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How does the emotional landscape of
American women look going into 2022?
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Understanding Avalanche’s Qualitative Data
Avalanche Insights instruments combine closed-ended and open-ended questions, using proprietary in-house tech to code and
quantify themes in open-ended responses.

Question text indicates whether
question was asked in open or
closed format.
Qualitative themes, which
summarize similar responses, are
quantified as a percentage of a
given audience. Responses can be
coded into more than one theme.
Higher-level categories, indicated
by gray headings, group together
similar themes to shed light on
summary insights from the data.
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64% of women
report feeling a
negative emotion
most often in the
prior two weeks.
White Biden women
are more likely to say
they felt “anxious,”
while Black Biden
women are more
likely to say they felt
“sad.”

[Personal Emotion] In the past two weeks, what emotion have you felt most often?
(Open)
Among women who voted for Biden
All women

White

Black

Latina*

Negative

Positive

*n=91
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[Personal Emotion] In the past two weeks, what emotion have you felt most often?
(Open)

Biden women with
children at home
report feeling
negative emotions
in the prior two
weeks slightly less
than women
without.

Among women who voted for Biden
All women

Children <18
at home

Children not
at home

No children

Negative

Positive
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Younger women
Biden voters report
feeling more worried
than older women,
and worry
decreases with age.
55% of women 18-34
say they felt worried
most or all of the
time in the prior two
weeks.

[Personal Worry] In the past two weeks, how often did you feel worried? (Closed)

42%

All women

Among women who voted for Biden:
55%

18-34
44%

35-54
26%

55+

Pretty much
all the time

Most of the
time

Some of the
time

Pretty much not
at all
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[Community connection] In general, how connected do you feel to your local
community? (Closed)

Only 1 in 10 women
report feeling “very
connected” to their
local community.
Biden women with
children at home
report feeling more
connected to their
communities than
other women.

50%

All women

Among women who voted for Biden:
Children <18
at home
Children not
at home

64%
49%
49%

No children

Very
connected

Somewhat
connected

Not too
connected

Not at all
connected
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How motivated are women to vote and
take action in their communities?
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Belief that ‘elected
officials are doing
their best to deliver
for their community’
is lukewarm across
all women.
However, Biden
women who are Black
or have children at
home are more likely
to strongly agree.

[Elected officials delivering] How much do you agree or disagree that your elected
officials are doing their best to deliver for you and your community? (Closed)

38%

All women

Among women who voted for Biden:
50%

White
51%

Black
45%

*n=91

Latina*
Children <18
at home
Children not
at home

55%
52%
45%

No children
Strongly
agree

Somewhat
agree

Somewhat
disagree

Strongly
disagree
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Older, White, & Black
Biden women report
more motivation to
vote in 2022 than
younger & Latina
Biden women.

[2022 Motivation] The next election for members of the House of Representatives will
be in November 2022. As of today, how motivated do you feel about voting in this
election? (Closed)

All women

Among women who voted for Biden:
18-34
35-54
55+

White
Black
*n=91

Latina*

Very
motivated

Somewhat
motivated

Not very
motivated

Not at all
motivated

Don’t
know
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Understanding Emotional Activation Data
When analyzing open-ended emotional data, Avalanche categorizes emotions onto a spectrum from
Inhibiting to Activating — a framework adapted from the Public Narrative work of organizer and Harvard
Kennedy School professor Marshall Ganz.
Successful mobilization campaigns transform inhibiting emotions into activating emotions in order to move
people to take action.

Inhibiting Emotions
Powerlessness
Sadness
Complacency
Doubt
Shame
Isolation

Activating Emotions

➔

Anger
Urgency
Hope
Determination
Agency
Pride
Solidarity

Some emotions — such as fear, anxiety, and frustration — have the potential to either inhibit or activate
depending on the context and environment. For that reason, Avalanche categorizes these emotions as
Agitating emotions, a third category in the middle of the spectrum.
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Older Biden women
report more
activating emotions,
such as hope &
determination about
voting in 2022 than
younger women.
The most common
emotion, regardless
of age, is anxiety or
worry.

[2022 Emotion] What emotion best describes how you feel when you think about
voting in November 2022? (Open)
Among women who voted for Biden
All women

18-34

35-54

55+

Activating

Agitating

Inhibiting
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[2022 Emotion] What emotion best describes how you feel when you think about
voting in November 2022? (Open)

White Biden women
report more
activating emotions
(like hope) about
voting in 2022 than
Black & Latina Biden
women.

Among women who voted for Biden
All women

White

Black

Latina*

Activating

Agitating

Inhibiting

*n=91
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Over 60% of Biden
women say they feel
very or somewhat
motivated to take
action for causes
they care about.
Younger & Black
Biden women are
more likely to report
motivation than older
& White Biden
women.

[Activism Motivation] As of today, how motivated do you feel to take action to
support an issue or cause you care about? (For example: volunteering, emailing
elected officials, donating, or marching) (Closed)
57%

All women

Among women who voted for Biden:
71%

18-34
65%

35-54
55+

59%

61%

White
77%

Black
Latina*

Very
motivated

65%
*n=91

Somewhat
motivated

Not very
motivated

Not at all
motivated

Don’t
know
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Biden women with
children at home are
more likely to report
feeling motivated for
activism than
women without.

[Activism Motivation] As of today, how motivated do you feel to take action to
support an issue or cause you care about? (For example: volunteering, emailing
elected officials, donating, or marching) (Closed)
57%

All women

Among women who voted for Biden:
Children <18
at home
Children not
at home

73%
56%
63%

No children

Very
motivated

Somewhat
motivated

Not very
motivated

Not at all
motivated

Don’t
know
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What do American women say they fear
most?
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COVID continuing & worsening is the top fear of Biden women,
across ages. Political fears are mentioned 3x as much by older
Biden women as younger women.
[Fear for America] What do you most fear will happen in America in the next year that would make things harder for people like you?
(Open)
Among women who voted for Biden
All women

18-34

35-54

55+

Worse economy & higher costs

COVID getting worse & its effects

Politics & opposing political power

Society, unrest, & danger worsening overall
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In their own words: Worse economy & higher costs
Rising cost of living

Economic downturn

“Not being able to afford food and pay
bills and other necessities.”
-Biden, Woman, Black, 55+

“I think a severe recession, probably a
depression, is in store for America.”
-Biden, Woman, White, 55+

“Price increases — I can't afford everything
now for my family.”
-Biden, Woman, White, 35-54

“The government and economy
collapsing.”
-Biden, Woman, Latina, 18-34

“The cost of housing will be astronomical in
terms of renting and buying.”
-Biden, Woman, Latina, 55+

“Pandemic will continue to drag on and
take the economy with it.”
-Biden, Woman, White, 35-54

“Lower income means bills can't be paid
which means innocent kids will be left
starving or cold.”
-Biden, Woman, White, 18-34

“Economy will get worse and middle class
gets hurt the most.”
-Biden, Woman, White, 35-54

“More inflation, any decrease in pay could
end me.”
-Biden, Woman, Latina, 18-34

“The spread of covid will rise and
businesses will shut down again”
-Biden, Woman, Black, 55+

Jobs, pay, & workers
“No young person with an education will
make much more than a never raised
minimum wage and boomers will be stuck
in CEO jobs, while we work 2 or 3 jobs to not
own a house.”
-Biden, Woman, White, 18-34
“Financials becoming worse for us
Americans as inflation keeps rising while
wages stay low.”
-Biden, Woman, Afro-Latina, 18-34
“That the jobs won't be there in the future.”
-Biden, Woman, White, 35-54
“Jobs will still treat you like you are
replaceable.”
-Biden, Woman, White, 18-34
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Top fears (COVID, economy) are generally similar across
ethnicity, but White Biden women are more likely to mention
political fears than Black & Latina Biden women.
[Fear for America] What do you most fear will happen in America in the next year that would make things harder for people like you?
(Open)
Among women who voted for Biden
All women

White

Black

Latina*

Worse economy & higher costs

COVID getting worse & its effects

Politics & opposing political power

Society, unrest, & danger worsening overall

*n=91
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Biden women 55+ are 3x as likely as younger women to
mention hearing worrying political news (especially about
Republicans) in the prior two weeks.
[News worried why] Think about the things you've heard about current events from conversations, social media, and/or news sources
in the last two weeks. What is one specific thing you heard that made you feel worried? (Open)
Among women who voted for Biden
All women

18-34

35-54

55+

COVID getting worse & its effects

Worse economy & higher costs

Politics & government

Other countries, war, & foreign affairs
Crime & shootings
Climate change
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Women with children at home are less likely than other
women to report hearing worrying news about politics in the
prior two weeks.
[News worried why] Think about the things you've heard about current events from conversations, social media, and/or news sources
in the last two weeks. What is one specific thing you heard that made you feel worried? (Open)
Among women who voted for Biden
All women

Children <18
at home

Children not at
home

No children

COVID getting worse & its effects

Worse economy & higher costs

Politics & government

Other countries, war, & foreign affairs
Crime & shootings
Climate change
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[Partisan violence] How concerned are you about individuals in America committing
violence against people they disagree with on politics? (Closed)

Nearly half of
women are “very
concerned” about
partisan violence.
Older & White Biden
women are more
likely to say they’re
very concerned.

All women

Among women who voted for Biden:
18-34
35-54
55+

White
Black
*n=91

Latina*
Very
concerned

Somewhat
concerned

Not very
concerned

Not at all
concerned
Confidential
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Where do American women say they are
finding hope?
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Hope for the end of the pandemic is mentioned much more by
older Biden women, while hope for better financial wellbeing
(especially income) is more prevalent in younger women.
[Hope for America] What do you most hope will happen in America in the next year to improve the lives of people like you? (Open)
Among women who voted for Biden
All women

18-34

35-54

55+

End of the pandemic

Personal financial wellbeing

Economic growth

Change of control/action in Washington
Less division & partisanship
Better & affordable healthcare
Protection of rights & equality
Public safety improves
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Biden women with children at home are more likely to hope for
financial wellbeing (especially better income) than other
women.
[Hope for America] What do you most hope will happen in America in the next year to improve the lives of people like you? (Open)
Among women who voted for Biden
All women

Children <18
at home

Children not at home

No children

End of the pandemic

Personal financial wellbeing

Economic growth

Change of control/action in Washington
Less division & partisanship
Better & affordable healthcare
Protection of rights & equality
Public safety improves
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Across age groups, Biden women mention COVID improving as
hopeful news they’ve heard. Older women are over 3x as likely
to mention hopeful political news (e.g., about Biden).
[News hopeful why] Think about the things you've heard about current events from conversations, social media, and/or news sources
in the last two weeks. What is one specific thing you heard that made you feel hopeful? (Open)
Among women who voted for Biden
All women

18-34

35-54

55+

COVID getting better & its effects

Hope for government’s future

Economy, jobs, costs getting better
Personal happiness
Society, people helping each other
Nothing / Don’t know
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Key Takeaways

1

2

3

4

5

Many women feel
worried in their
day-to-day lives. A
majority of women
18-34 feel worried
“most or all of the
time,” though worry
decreases with age.

Across age, race, &
parental status,
women who voted for
Biden share similar
fears with the rest of
Americans —
worsening economic
situation & worsening
COVID.

Younger & Latina
women report less
motivation &
emotional activation
about voting in
upcoming elections
than Older, White, &
Black women.

On the other hand,
younger and Black
voters, and parents
with children at home,
are more likely to
report being motivated
to take action for
causes they care
about.

Younger, Black, and
Latina women, and
parents with children
at home, are relatively
less tuned in to news &
fears about
Republicans and
threats to voting &
democracy.
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Strengths and Weaknesses

Strategic Opportunities

Young women are experiencing a unique combination of high
levels of daily, personal worry and anxiety about the election in
November 2022. They report feeling motivated to “take action on
issues they care about,” yet they seemingly don’t view voting as the
best way to make that impact.

→

Shift the narrative by linking election consequences to the worries
and issues that matter to young women — especially higher wages
and income and an end to COVID disruptions. Reframe voting as one
step (of many) they can take to make an impact.

→

Continue to celebrate and elevate the leadership of Black women,
building on the strong identification with voting itself, but don’t take
for granted communicating effectively about the tangible
consequences of losing in 2022.

Black women are, relative to other groups, motivated to take
action about issues they care about and emotionally activated
about voting, but they’re relatively tuned out to worrying news
about Republicans and threats to Democracy.
Latina women seem to be less motivated to take action on issues
they care about, less activated emotionally about 2022, and
relatively tuned out to worrying news about Republicans and
threats to Democracy.
Parents with children at home have many sources of anxiety —
especially finances and COVID — but they are happier day-to-day
and have a stronger community than others. Comparatively, they
have slightly more optimistic views on elected officials and are less
closely following day-to-day political news.

→
→

Inspire hope & determination in Latinas with a focus on stories that
center them about issues most important to them (especially
economic well-being) to overcome inhibiting emotions about voting.

Leverage community ties, potentially through digital and in-person
relational person organizing, to deliver sharp, digestible messaging
that links the election to what they care about most, including child
tax credits, child care, and action on ending the pandemic,
assuming they will miss the TV ads and cable news.
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Campbell Chupik, Lead Analyst
Will Packer, Lead Strategist
hello@avalancheinsights.com
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Fear for America: Parental Status

[Fear for America] What do you most fear will happen in America in the next year that would make things harder for people like you?
(Open)
Among women who voted for Biden
All women

Children <18
at home

Children not at
home

No children

Worse economy & higher costs

COVID getting worse & its effects

Politics & opposing political power

Society, unrest, & danger worsening overall
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Friend issues: Age

[Friend Issues] Now think about your circle of friends and family you talk to regularly in person, on the phone, or online. What issues
facing our society have come up most often in your conversations during the last two weeks? (Open)
Among women who voted for Biden
All women

18-34

35-54

55+

COVID & its effects

Rising costs, jobs, & the economy

Politics & opposing political power

Health & healthcare
Crime & violence
Equal rights & equality
Climate change
Nothing/ Don’t know/ Don’t discuss
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Friend issues: Ethnicity

[Friend Issues] Now think about your circle of friends and family you talk to regularly in person, on the phone, or online. What issues
facing our society have come up most often in your conversations during the last two weeks? (Open)
Among women who voted for Biden
All women

White

Black

Latina*

COVID & its effects

Rising costs, jobs, & the economy

Politics & opposing political power

Health & healthcare
Crime & violence
Equal rights & equality
Climate change
Nothing/ Don’t know/ Don’t discuss

*n=91
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Friend issues: Parental status

[Friend Issues] Now think about your circle of friends and family you talk to regularly in person, on the phone, or online. What issues
facing our society have come up most often in your conversations during the last two weeks? (Open)
Among women who voted for Biden
All women

Children <18
at home

Children not at
home

No children

COVID & its effects

Rising costs, jobs, & the economy

Politics & opposing political power

Health & healthcare
Crime & violence
Equal rights & equality
Climate change
Nothing/ Don’t know/ Don’t discuss
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News worried why: Ethnicity

[News worried why] Think about the things you've heard about current events from conversations, social media, and/or news sources
in the last two weeks. What is one specific thing you heard that made you feel worried? (Open)
Among women who voted for Biden
All women

White

Black

Latina*

COVID getting worse & its effects

Worse economy & higher costs

Politics & government

Other countries, war, & foreign affairs
Crime & shootings
Climate change

*n=91
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Hope for America: Ethnicity

[Hope for America] What do you most hope will happen in America in the next year to improve the lives of people like you? (Open)
Among women who voted for Biden
All women

White

Black

Latina*

End of the pandemic

Personal financial wellbeing

Economic growth

Change of control/action in Washington
Less division & partisanship
Better & affordable healthcare
Protection of rights & equality
Public safety improves

*n=91
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News hopeful why: Ethnicity

[News hopeful why] Think about the things you've heard about current events from conversations, social media, and/or news sources
in the last two weeks. What is one specific thing you heard that made you feel hopeful? (Open)
Among women who voted for Biden
All women

White

Black

Latina*

COVID getting better & its effects

Hope for government’s future

Economy, jobs, costs getting better
Personal happiness
Society, people helping each other
Nothing / Don’t know

*n=91
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News hopeful why: Parental status

[News hopeful why] Think about the things you've heard about current events from conversations, social media, and/or news sources
in the last two weeks. What is one specific thing you heard that made you feel hopeful? (Open)
Among women who voted for Biden
All women

Children <18
at home

Children not at home

No children

COVID getting better & its effects

Hope for government’s future

Economy, jobs, costs getting better
Personal happiness
Society, people helping each other
Nothing / Don’t know
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